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1. Introduction
What Is GlassCoin
Glasscoin is an open source, peer-to-peer, community
driven decentralized cryptocurrency that allow people to
store and invest their wealth in a non-government
controlled currency, and even earn a substantial interest
on investment. This means anyone holding Glasscoin Coin
in their wallet will receive interest on their balance in
return for helping maintain security of the network.

Transfer instant Peer to Peer
Peer-to-peer itself means Glasscoin runs without having a central server. The
storage server is decentralized and distributed-divided into various servers run
by each user connected to the network.

Glasscoin transactions are Anonymous
All the transactions we have done can be seen, but we do not know who the
owner
of the Glasscoin address is if the owner does not tell it. Each Glasscoin user can
actually choose whether or not his name will appear, but even if the user wants
to
keep his identity secret, all of his transactions are still recorded and can be
monitored through blockchain.

Transfer Money Easily
Just like Bitcoin, it can be sent anywhere in
seconds, whenever and wherever you want.
Money transfer with Glasscoin can happen only
with a smartphone's and internet connection.
Transfer fee is very small
Transfer fee can be removed until free, but to
speed up transactions, you can set the cost in
Glasscoin wallet as needed no matter how much
coin is sent.

Transactions are very easy
You can transfer Glasscoin to anywhere in the world as
long as it is connected to the internet. Glasscoin will be
deposited into the Glasscoin Wallet.
1. Register via Web wallet or Download Wallet app,
2. Enter Glasscoin Address from the transaction
opponent and the amount of Glasscoin you want to transfer
3. click send button.

The number of coins is limited
Glasscoin supply will only have 29 million coins

worldwide, this resembles an economic system based
on deflation and with increasing supply coin, Glasscoin
prices tend to rise, when demand is high and the
number of coins that remain is not increased.
Glasscoin is not controlled by institutions or governments
Glasscoin that uses the Blockchain
database is not controlled by a party, but is so open to the
public that it is impossible for someone to forge
transactions in Blockchain. All transactions are recorded
live, transparent, and spread across multiple servers.
Those who want to change or falsify Glasscoin transaction
data must hack multiple servers at the same time.

Differences Bitcoin and Glasscoin
In the world of cryptocurrancies, Bitcoin and Glasscoin are
not much different, the difference is Opportunity and Price.
To have one Bitcoin you have to prepare more usd2000,
Glasscoin has a bigger opportunity is because the price is
still very cheap and you have chance for the price of pre sale
distribution coin.
which is not You get the in bitcoin before.

How to Get Glasscoin
You can get Glasscoin by buying and staking. To
buy Glasscoin can be done through exchangers
who have worked with us.

2. GLASSCOIN Spesification
Coin type
Coin Algorithm
Coin Abbrevation : GLS
Maximum coin supply
Total Premine (block 1)
POW (block 2-1.500)
Total Current Supply
Presale
Block Spacing
Minimum stake age
Maximum stake age
POS Yearly interest

: POW/POS HYBRID
: SCRYPT
: 29 MILLION
: 5.200.000
: 29.506
: 5.229.506
: 500.000
: 30 second
: 5 day
: 10 day
: 10%

3. GLASSCOIN Distribution
Currencies used
Total Pre-sale

: Glasscoin
: 5 Million (After pre-sale of premined 5 million GLASSCOIN,
PoW/PoS algorithm will work to issue new coins to GLASSCOIN
miners and GLASSCOIN holders.)

3.1 GLAS COIN PRE SALE
WHAT IS GLASSCOIN PRE SALE ?

Glasscoin pre sale is an initial coin offer before launching into the free market.
You can buy Glasscoin at here

3.2 GLASSCOIN PRE SALE TARGET

Our goal and goal is to promote glasscoin
Aims to give all cryptocurrency fans the opportunity to own it
immediately Glasscoin at a price that is still competitive.
the earliest coin offer before launch to the free market is 500,000 or
10% of the total premined and then we will incur gradually on demand.
We understand correctly about the development of payment instruments
today, the country has been using crypto as a digital payment tool, with
the presence of Glasscoin that we believe could create great
opportunities for the world of cryptocurrency to further devlop.

3.3 PRE - SALE PARAMETERS
START PRE SALE 10 OCTOBER

FINISH PRE SALE 10 NOVEMBER

PRE SALE PRICE

$ 50

100 GLS

$ 500

1,000 GLS

$ 2,500

5,000 GLS

$ 5,000

10,000 GLS

PRE – SALE DISTRIBUTION
500,000 GLS

3.4 FOUNDS ALLOCATION
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4 How are they produced?
1.Invest/Lending program
2.Trade
3.Mine
4.Staking

4.1 Glasscoin Lending

You can invest Glasscoin coin in Glasscoin lending platform exclusively
from the Glasscoin Dashboard. This investment option involves
profiting from Glasscoin trading bot and volatility software. You will
receive daily profit based on your investment option. Upon
investment term completion, you will receive your CAPITAL BACK to
take out from the Glasscoin lending platform or optionally reinvest
back in lending platform to continue receiving daily profit.

4.2 Glasscoin Trading
You can also profiting from downward
movements in Glasscoin coin price by selling
them at a higher price and buy them again at
a lower price and pocketing the price
difference

4.3 Glasscoin Mining
Glasscoin (GLS) mining is the process by which
new Glasscoin Coin are generated. Glasscoin
can be mined with CPU/GPU and does not
need an ASIC miner like Bitcoin does.

4.3 Glasscoin Staking
The moment you acquire Glasscoin Coin it becomes an interest bearing
asset with Up to 10% return per year through PoS minting. All you have to
do to earn with this method is to hold coins in your Glasscoin wallet. This
means anyone holding Glasscoin in their wallet will receive interest on their
balance in return for helping maintain security of the network.
This means anyone holding Glasscoin in their wallet will receive interest on
their staking balance in return for helping maintain security of the network.
You can terminate coin staking anytime and send all your coin with interest
to exchange platform or web wallet.
Remember: You require to hold your Glasscoin
Coin minimum for 5 days to start earning
Staking interest. You will see PoS minting Block
in your wallet anytime after 5 days, the
number of block you earn are based upon the
number of coins you hold in wallet software

5. Roadmap & Project
September 2017
 Glasscoin concept initation
 Ide validation
 Start to build Glasscoin

December 2017
 DEBUGING/improve
website feauture
 Blokchain school Training
 Lending program training
 Confrance

October 2017
 Block Explorer
 DEKSTOP & WEB
WALET
 Pre sale distribution
coin
 Android Wallet

November 2017





Lending program
Listing At Exchange
Target price $5
Online marketing
campaign
 Offline marketing
campaign

2018
 Mrketing Campaign/bring and build more
community around Glasscoin
 merchant partnership
 Program CSR Glasscoin

www. gl a s s c o i n . i o
www.wallet.glasscoin.io
www.launch.glasscoin.io
www.explorer.glasscoin.io

